


Who are we?
We are a globally recognized digital transformation & 

human identity platform company



Company Background

Thousands of clients 
globally

US offices: 
Silicon Valley, Atlanta 

Founded in 2002

Business transformation 
expert

Research & development 
focused

Global team



Message from the CEO
For the last last 18 years, we have been helping enterprises and 

government agencies around the world with our software 

solutions & digital identity platform. We have extensive 

experience in providing very innovative solutions in a timely and 

cost-effective manner. 

M2SYS was founded with innovation and simplicity as core 

values. We always push the boundaries while solving customer 

problems in a practical and efficient manner. I can assure you 

that a partnership with us will deliver significant value.

I am very interested to explore a win-win partnership with your 

organization. 



Snapshot of M2SYS



Awards & Recognition



Focused Industries



Turkish National ID Uganda - National 
Social Security Fund

Bolivia - Prison 
Management

Iraq Border control Nigeria Voter ID
Egypt - Military 

Academy
Yemen - Voter ID

Kenyan Healthcare 
SSO 

Notable Government Projects



Blood Plasma for Cancer Therapy

 For the last 13 years, we have helped Takeda to streamline the blood 
plasma collection process for almost 1 million donors in 200 

geographically distributed locations, saving them millions of dollars. 



A few prominent clients...

We have supplied our biometric platform to major 
defense contractors



Turkish National ID

80 million Turkish citizens received a new digital ID cards. To prevent 
identity fraud, a massive identity de-duplication system was deployed. 
M2SYS built and delivered that system, which runs on 2 clusters of 40 

massive parallel servers with Oracle & EMC as the data stack.



We prevent releasing the wrong inmate 

Over 200 jails in the USA use our biometric system to identify 
inmates during entry and exit. Many large Jail Management Software 

(JMS) providers embedded our solution into their offerings.



SIM card & Voter ID in Nigeria

~ 40 million phone subscribers were issued identifiable SIM cards by 
5 different telecom companies using our identity software. 120 

million voters were registered with our system, helping the election 
commission to combat voter fraud and ensure a fair process.



Banking & Financial

Millions of people are accessing their funds using our account security 
system in many countries. Secure identity protection in this industry is 

critical; our system supports the Know Your Customer (KYC) banking policy 
to prevent unauthorized transactions and safeguard financial accounts.



Helping the CDC combat HIV

Our system monitors the wellness patterns of millions of HIV patients in 
three countries. Our technical team integrated our software with several 

healthcare data management systems to ensure a seamless user experience. 
The CDC is the financier of these projects.

Zambia Haiti Dominican Republic



Protecting patients from medical harm

Our RightPatient software is used by 
some of the top health systems in 
America to accurately identify patients. 
This ensures that caregivers have 
access to the correct medical records, 
helping to improve patient safety and 
outcomes.



Notable Partners



M2SYS innovation makes application delivery simple & 
economical

The challenges of web and mobile app delivery

● The world is changing - public & private sector applications must 
be simple, intuitive, easily customizable & delivered quickly

● Mobile apps will grow exponentially and become a critical user 
need



We created a platform called CloudApper to build web and mobile apps with no 
programming required. Combined with our experience, we can deliver great solutions 

in a matter of days.



CloudApper consolidates and unifies apps within a single ecosystem - all applications are 
hosted by a single back-end & data can be seamlessly shared between them. 



This platform automatically creates web and native Android and iOS apps, enabling users to 
access data from anywhere.



Here are two example applications created by CloudApper - Safety Assure for workplace safety 
compliance and a Case Management System for insurance fraud investigation. This shows how we 

can make very diverse applications with the same tool.



Our ePolice application made with CloudApper enables police departments to modernize their 
systems with new technologies where officers can access data from their own mobile phones.



CloudApper provides the ultimate flexibility - we can deliver solutions to meet 
customer expectations while empowering those customers with the ability to easily 

customize their solutions as business needs change. 



Our international affiliations

UNGM
377090



Why M2SYS? 
The M2SYS management team has a track record of dedication to the company and 
backgrounds in technology so you can count on us when we make a promise.

Highly experienced technical team with cloud, mobile, distributed system, and 
integration expertise.

We have the knowledge, acumen, and platform to create and deliver high-quality 
apps very quickly. As a subcontractor, we can be a valuable addition to your 
consortium. 

Always innovating - our R&D center is located in Silicon Valley. M2SYS has also 
spun off three innovative software companies.


